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Abstract: Chemistry is a science fundamentally characterized
by the ability of making its own study objects. Chemistry’s
unique sign language and representations of structural formulas
are highly predictive tools. These aspects, together with the
richness of qualitative models, make chemistry highly attractive
for philosophical studies. However, philosophy of chemistry is,
within the philosophy of science, a still relatively young disci-
pline.
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The aim of this column is to give a very brief introduction – in
fact, just a two-page teaser – to a topic that has long been vastly
unappreciated by both chemists and philosophers. I am not a phi-
losopher myself, just a chemist who developed an interest for the
philosophy of science since the time I was a student. I came to
believe that the philosophical (and historical) reflection about
chemistry as a science and as cultural achievement at large, as
well as about the working and meaning of chemical concepts and
models, may significantly contribute to a broader understanding
of this central science and, hence, incentivize a more considered
approach to chemistry teaching of at all levels.

It is only since the late 1980s to early 1990s that chemistry
has become the object of systematic philosophical research. The
existence of the academic discipline of the philosophy of chem-
istry is demonstrated by at least two dedicated journals,[1] many
monographies,[2] review articles[3] and specialized international
meetings. However, its perception by, and significance for, chem-
ists are still relatively modest, at least in my perception. Many
universities will not offer a course on the philosophy of chemistry
in regular chemistry curricula, not only because of the rarity or
unavailability of corresponding lecturers, but also because of the
lacking awareness among chemists that philosophical reasoning
about chemistry and chemical concepts could be enriching and
inspiring. Why have we arrived at this state of affairs and what
are specific aspects of chemistry that would be – and indeed are
– unique for philosophical scrutiny?

“La chimie crée son objet. Cette faculté créatrice, sem-
blable à celle de l’art lui-même, la distingue essentiellement
des sciences naturelles et historiques. Les dernières ont un objet
donné d’avance et indépendant de la volonté et de l’action du
savant.” This famous statement byMarcellin Berthelot goes back
to 1876[4] and conveys one of the most important and distinctive
quintessences of chemistry as a science. Almost 150 years later,
the validity of the comparison of chemistry to art and chemistry’s

unique standing among the sciences, as stated by Berthelot, are
as timely as ever. One could therefore intuitively attach to these
features of chemistry far-reaching philosophical connotations,
meaning that chemistry would have been eminently suited for
philosophical studies. However, as Fritz Paneth, a chemist by
training, observed in 1931 in his fundamental article about the
epistemic status of the concept of element: “Discussions of the
principal concepts of chemistry are few and superficial, in strik-
ing contrast to the many and penetrating investigations into the
philosophic foundations of physical theories”.[5] In fact, histori-
cally, physics and its developments have been for philosophers
clearly more “interesting” than chemistry, the latter being per-
ceived as a purely empirical science with unpretentious philo-
sophical implications. This has been later related to the problem
of reductionism, a problem that is still being debated today.[6]The
advent of quantum mechanics led Paul A.M. Dirac to claim that
“the underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical
theory of a large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are
thus completely known”.[7] In view of a development of a philoso-
phy of chemistry, this has possibly had deleterious consequences,
at least temporarily. In fact, it corresponded to say that chemistry
is just a part of physics, thus cementing previous views about
chemistry as a non-autonomous science. It is important to note
that modern chemistry is more and more taking advantage of the
methods of quantum chemistry, in particular density functional
theory (DFT). Computational chemistry significantly helps in
understanding structures and reaction mechanisms and a rapidly
increasing share of publications in the areas of e.g. synthesis and
catalysis is including computational work. This does not mean,
however, that the whole of chemistry is amenable to a complete
mathematization as it may happen in physics and as originally
anticipated by Dirac.What distinguishes chemistry from physics
are, most prominently, chemistry’s experimental methods, in par-
ticular those of synthetic chemistry.A chemist can plan and carry
out syntheses, draw conclusions, and produce new fundamental
knowledge that may be immediately well ahead of what can be
deducted from theoretical considerations based on quantum me-
chanics. This is also the expression of chemistry’s highly devel-
oped qualitative thinking that continues to pervade it and that
is difficult to grasp for a non-chemist. To remain in the context
of quantum theory, think for example of the idea of an “empty
orbital”, as commonly used by chemists when discussing e.g. the
simple interaction between a borane and an amine. While it can
be argued that an “empty orbital” is not an existing, observable
physical entity in quantum-mechanical terms, it is an extremely
useful concept for chemists.

A further very distinctive feature of chemistry is its language.
By “language” I mean much more than mere systematic nomen-
clature of compounds which is actually only a part of it and
arguably not necessarily the most significant. The language of
chemistry as a mean of communicating about chemical objects
relies on representations of molecular structures.[8] It has been
very wisely claimed that “the chemical sign language is actually
one of the most powerful predictive theories of science at all!”[9]
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What this strong and somewhat astonishing statement conveys,
had been already realised by the great philosopher Ernst Cassirer
as early as 1929. Cassirer noted that, “in general, the scientific
value of a [structural] formula is not only that it unites given
empirical facts, but that it lures out, so to speak, new facts. It puts
forward problems about relations, connections, and formation of
order, which precede immediate observation”.[10] The process of
“luring out” (German: “hervorlocken”) new facts from the draw-
ing of a molecule, be it a known one, natural or unnatural, or one
that still needs to be made, consists in making predictions about
properties and, mainly, reactivity. Fig. 1 shows, for example, how
the formation of pyrazoles from 1,3-diketones and a hydrazine is
pictorially “lured out” from an appropriate representation of the
structure of the two reacting starting materials. It is taken from
an organic chemistry textbook by Victor Grignard, [11] which ap-
peared around the time when Cassirer had his fundamental in-
sight about the predictive reading of structural formulas.

This is a fundamental aspect at the heart of e.g. retrosynthetic
analysis, much in the sense of thought experiments. The predic-
tion of reactivity takes advantage of another essential feature of
chemistry, i.e. the classification of pure compounds based on
their structure and functional group reactivity which is defined
according to an operational approach relying on purification pro-
cedures. As pointed out by Schummer[9] the “chemical network,
with chemical substances as the nodes and chemical relations as
the connections, forms the chemical core of experimental chem-
istry”. Thus, such a network constitutes the logical structure of
what we know about chemical substances.[12]

Whereas the synthesis of essentially any molecule can be
planned and potentially realised in the laboratory, the design of
its functions, in particular in biological systems, is still verymuch
lagging behind. In fact, in order to find e.g. a new drug, one has
to go through the cumbersome process of testing many drug can-
didates. The advent of Artificial Intelligence in chemistry might
radically change this situation. However, chemists and machines
will have to agree upon a common language. Will this lead to a
drastic evolution of the qualitative models of chemistry?[13]Also
a philosophically relevant question!

Have fun thinking (about) chemistry!
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